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Abstract
Two required features of a data monetization platform are query and retrieval of the metadata of the
resources to be monetized. Centralized platforms rely on the maturity of traditional NoSQL database systems
to support these features. These databases, for example,mm MongoDB allows for very efficient query and
retrieval of data it stores. However, centralized platforms come with a bag of security and privacy concerns,
making them not the ideal approach for a data monetization platform. On the other hand, most existing
decentralized platforms are only partially decentralized. In this research, I developed Cowry, a platform
for publishing metadata describing available resources (data or services), discovery of published metadata
including fast search and filtering. My main contribution is a fully decentralized architecture that combines
blockchain and traditional distributed database to gain additional features such as efficient query and retrieval
of metadata stored on the blockchain.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
Large amount of data is constantly generated around us every day. These data come from different sources
such as Internet-connected everyday objects for example cooker, microwave, fridges exchanging data (a
concept referred to as the Internet of Things [3, 72]), and humans interacting with each other via different
social media. The data generated both by humans and machines fall into the category of Big Data because
of its volume, variety, veracity, and velocity [14] as illustrated in Figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1: Continuously growing amount of data generated (adapted from [14])
These data hold a significant amount of knowledge that can be and is being used to build products
and services that can improve human lives. For example, analyzing data from standard mobile phone logs,
researchers could predict user’s personality [25] which can be useful in personalization services, also researchers
at Google used millions of images on the Internet to build an unsupervised learning model for training face
detectors [53], a technology that can enhance security. In addition, researchers from the Plant Phenotyping
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and Imaging Research Centre (P2IRC) are working on designing crops for global food security using plant
genomic and crop phenotype data [68] etc. Besides research, consumer data would be useful to help retailers
and manufacturers understand their customers better.
However, for the data to be useful (as mentioned above), thousands (even millions) of data points need
to be aggregated from several sources or data owners. For example, for the analysis of phone logs, several
participants need to provide their logs from phones, or in the P2IRC project, images and other data needs
to be collected from several farmlands, and distributors need data from several different customers.
There are essentially three main participants involved in this data flow or exchange:
• Data Owners: The users (individuals or organizations) that [owns the devices that] generates the
data.
• Data Aggregators: The users that aggregates and process the data for consumption either as is or
as a service. For example, organizations interested in collecting data to build services on top, device
manufacturers collecting data from sensors installed on their product.
• Data Consumers: The users that consumes the processed data. This includes users of services built
on top of aggregated data, and users of individual data points.
Consider the illustration in Figure 1.2. The baby’s parents are the data owners, the wearable device
manufacturers act as data aggregators (use case 2) and the retail clothing store (use case 2) or the drug store
(use case 1) are the data consumers.
Figure 1.2: Data economy monetization example (taken from[70])
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In recent years, there have been growing interest in building decentralized systems. Blockchain, has
attracted a lot of attention across many different sectors for its ability to decentralize systems and remove
the need for a middleman. Blockchain is a decentralized ledger replicated across participating nodes in a
peer-to-peer (P2P) network. It is secured by strong cryptographic algorithms ensuring that no one node has
full control over what is written into the ledger. The native integration of cryptocurrency has additional
benefits that P2P transactions can be done cheaper, faster and in a secure privacy-preserving manner. The
nature of blockchain positions it to be able to address problems in data management and there have been a
lot of research to answers the daunting questions in the field.
1.2 Thesis Structure
The next chapter defines the problem area focused on in this thesis, and the research questions and objec-
tives. Chapter 3, provides a general review of blockchain technology and existing works in blockchain-based
approach to data management; It concludes with a highlight of questions not yet adequately answered in the
literature. These questions would form the focus of the work in this thesis. Chapter 4 describes the proposed
architecture. Chapter 5 covers details of the implementation of the architecture while Chapter 6 is dedicated
to the experiments and evaluation of the proposed architecture to determine whether the research questions
are addressed. The thesis is concluded in Chapter 7 with an outline of the contributions and future works.
3
Chapter 2
Problem Definition
The two main approaches for data monetization are:
1. Centralized Model: In this model, devices manufacturers collect and aggregates data from their
devices, or service providers collects and aggregate data from using their platform e.g. Facebook,
LinkedIn. For example, smart cars anonymously collect and send data about the car behavior [26].
Figure 2.1 illustrates the model.
Figure 2.1: Illustration of the centralized model
There a couple of challenges with this model [76]:
• Users gets little value in terms of monetary benefits from providing their data. (although they
benefit from using the service or platform) [5].
• Users most times do not have control over what is collected about them or done with the data. A
case in point is Facebook conducting experiments on user’s data without permission [40].
• There are several privacy and security concerns as this data collected into huge data silos become
targets by hackers [37] and government entities [44] that want to access or expose users’ personal
data.
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This model characterizes most of the Internet today. This has prompted efforts into re-decentralizing
the web. For example, Tim Berners-Lee, known as the creator of the world wide web envisions a better
web where users have more control over their data - where it is stored and how it’s accessed [35].
2. Isolated Model: In this model (Figure 2.2), different users have access to independent data silos or
storage. There are also disadvantages to this approach including:
• Limited value from the data, as the most value from data is gotten after aggregation with those
from similar data owners. Imagine each individual storing (and maybe analyzing) their individual
phone logs, there likely is very little new insights that can be drawn from it.
• Little or no monetary value from the data.
Figure 2.2: Illustration of the isolated model
To overcome the challenges of these two approaches, there is need for a hybrid model that leverages the
best of both models:
• Data owners can selectively share data and profit from doing so.
• Data consumers can consume data individually and pay the data owners.
• Data aggregators can gather data from many sources and process it to produce new services.
For example, mobile applications such as Google Opinion Reward on Google Play, and Survey.com allows
users to profit from answering questionnaire surveys selectively presented to them [76]. This model rewards
data owners for providing their data.
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2.1 Research Questions
Several works have already been done towards designs of systems for data monetization, that tries to achieve
the above hybrid model. The literature review identified a couple of weaknesses in existing approaches, which
would be investigated and addressed in this work. Based on the review, the focus in this thesis would be on
answering the following research questions:
1. How can resources’ (data and web services) metadata stored on the blockchain in a decentralized
blockchain architecture be efficiently queried?
2. How can resources’ (data and web services) metadata stored on the blockchain in a decentralized
blockchain architecture be efficiently retrieved?
2.2 Research Objectives
The following goals would guide in answering the research question:
1. Conduct an in-depth literature review of blockchain technology and how it can be used to facilitate
trusted data sharing among data owners.
2. Propose and design a decentralized architecture based on blockchain technology for publishing, discovery
and exchange of data and web services for cryptocurrency.
3. Implement a proof-of-concept prototype of the proposed architecture.
4. Evaluate the performance and scalability of the architecture.
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Chapter 3
Literature Review
To set the stage for the discussion of blockchain technology in later sections, this chapter begins with a
detailed study of blockchain including its components, consensus mechanisms, features, applications, and chal-
lenges. It also discusses Bitcoin, the blockchain underlying the popular bitcoin cryptocurrency, MultiChain,
a fork of Bitcoin for deploying private blockchains, BigChainDB, an attempt at leveraging the properties of
traditional database along side those of blockchain and Hyperledger fabric, a scalable blockchain platform.
Next, a detailed review of available literature on data monetization systems and related areas involving
blockchain technology is provided. Finally, there is a brief discussion on restful web services, which is the
methodology used in developing the Cowry platform.
3.1 Blockchain
Blockchain is not a new technology but an innovative marriage of ideas from well-established fields such
as public key cryptography [61], distributed consensus [36] and peer-to-peer networking [60]. Blockchain is
essentially a chain of blocks all of which are maintained on participating nodes, which do not fully trust each
other, in a P2P network. Each block contains an ordered list of events (called transactions) mutually agreed
upon by all nodes in the network. The “chain” results from each block referencing the cryptographic hash
of the previous block; the first block, called the genesis block does not reference any block. A distributed
consensus algorithm ensures the nodes agree on the block’s content through a process called Mining.
3.1.1 Blockchain Ledger
Blockchain ledger is a distributed data structure comprising of “blocks” linked together to form a chain.
It was introduced with Bitcoin to solve the fundamental problem of distributed digital currency - double
spending [6] which is previously trivially solved using a central authority. Blockchain removes the need for
a central trusted entity like a bank since all participants would have the full record of all transactions -
according to Satoshi Nakamoto [66], “the only way to confirm the absence of a transaction is to be aware of
all transactions”. Figure 3.1 shows an illustration of a sequence of blocks forming a blockchain.
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Figure 3.1: Sequence of blocks in a blockchain
Blocks
The structure of blockchain can be described as similar to a linked list with the nodes in the list representing
the blocks. Each block has a header and a body. The cryptographic hash of its header identifies the block.
The header contains a version number to indicate the rules used to verify the validity of the block, the hash
of the previous block header (this is what “chains” the blocks together), the root of the Merkle tree [59],
which is a hash of all the transactions in the block (see Figure 3.2), the current Unix timestamp, and a nonce
[7]. The body of the block contains the number of transactions and a list of the transactions.
Transactions
Transactions are instructions that assigns ownership right for an amount of digital resource from the current
owner signing the transaction to the new owner specified in the transaction. The transaction is signed by
the private key of the sender and can be verified by the receiver using the sender’s public key. The format
of a transaction depends on the blockchain network; however, in general it includes the sender and recipient
address, data payload and the amount. After transactions are created by participating nodes, they are
propagated through the network in a P2P manner and verified by each node before propagating further.
Figure 3.3 illustrates the digital signing of a transaction.
Transactions can also be used to store arbitrary data on the blockchain. This feature has been exploited
in Bitcoin for different use-cases such as notarizing the existence of a document [50] or as a permanent
decentralized data store [22, 32].
3.1.2 Blockchain Network
The blockchain network is a decentralized P2P network (Figure 3.4) where each user or participants interacts
with the network via their node. To join the network, a compatible blockchain client is installed on the node.
The network is decentralized because there is no central server and continues to function even if some nodes
leave the network. Data from each node are validated by the receiving node and then forwarded to other
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Figure 3.2: Merkle tree
nodes it is connected to thus a node can receive multiple copies of the same data.
3.1.3 Distributed Consensus
A consensus mechanism is required in every distributed system for all the nodes to agree on the state of
the network. Different consensus algorithms have their advantages and limitations which overall determines
many of the properties (for example throughput and latency) of the blockchain network.
The original consensus mechanism used with blockchain (from Bitcoin) is called Proof-of-Work (PoW) [9]
discussed later. Some of the alternatives to PoW are:
• Proof-of-Stake (PoS): PoS [8, 49] is an energy efficient alternative to PoW where instead of measuring
miners by computational power as in PoW, compares the amount of cryptocurrency a miner holds.
• Delegated Proof-of-Stake (DPoS): DPoS [52], similar to PoS, but for the difference in how the
miners are selected.
• Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT): PBFT [13] gives a solution to the Byzantine Gen-
erals Problem [51]. It is one of the consensus algorithm available for use in Hyperledger Fabric [10]
blockchain.
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Figure 3.3: Digital signing of transaction (taken from [98])
Figure 3.4: Decentralized network (taken from [98])
• ScalableBFT: This is an offshoot of Tangaroa protocol [23] which is an implementation of Raft con-
sensus algorithm [69] with byzantine fault tolerance. It is the consensus protocol used in Kadena [56]
blockchain.
Zheng et al. [98] gave a comparison of different approaches and more details can be found in [11, 15].
Proof-of-Work (PoW)
PoW [9] is Bitcoin’s approach to consensus. It requires that each node solves a computationally difficult
mathematical puzzle and grants the winning node the privilege to determine the next state of the network
by appending its block to the chain. The following outlines how PoW is used in the Bitcoin blockchain:
1. Miners compute the hash value of the block header, each time changing the nonce (inserted in the block
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header) until it is lower than or equal to a target (a 256-bit number).
2. The successful miners send its block to the other nodes.
3. The other nodes receive and verifies the proof of work by checking that the header’s hash is correct.
4. The other nodes validate the transactions in the block before accepting it into their copy of the
blockchain ledger.
The primary reason for PoW is to prevent Sybil attack [15, 93] which is possible in a public blockchain
where anyone can join. In a Sybil attack [30], a single entity joins the distributed network using multiple
identities. The underlying assumption of PoW is that owning the majority of the computational power is
much more difficult than owning the majority of identities [93]. Without POW, a minority can easily have
control over the state of the network.
Both Ethereum [94] and Bitcoin [66] uses the proof of work consensus protocol, however Bitcoin uses a
variation of the protocol called “Nakamoto Consensus” [16], that uses SHA-256 cryptographic primitives [31]
for its hashing function whereas Ethereum uses Ethash [33] which uses a SHA3 crytographic primitive for
its hashing function. Nevertheless, there are other hashing algorithms that can be used for PoW such as
Blake-256 [1] and Scrypt [74].
3.1.4 Cryptocurrency
Cryptocurrency is the first successful class of application built on top of the blockchain. It is a digital
currency based on a P2P network and cryptographic tools [97]. The Bitcoin blockchain cryptocurrency,
bitcoin is the first decentralized cryptocurrency and as of July 2017 has a capital of over 45 billion USD [20].
After bitcoin, many other cryptocurrencies have been developed. Figure 3.5 shows the percentage of total
market capitalization of the top eight cryptocurrencies as of July 2017.
Cryptocurrency also serves as an incentive for the miners in a public blockchain. For example, in Bitcoin,
the miners of the blocks are rewarded with freshly minted 12.5 bitcoins as of July 2017; this amount reduces by
half every 210,000 blocks (approximately every 4 years) from its original value of 50 bitcoins in the beginning.
Also, miners get to charge a small transaction fee in cryptocurrency for adding a transaction to the block.
3.1.5 Types of Blockchain
One of the ways blockchain have been categorized in literature is by which group of people can have access
to the network. A public or permission-less blockchain places no restriction on who can connect provided
their node is running a compatible client. A private or permissioned blockchain limits the participants to a
set of white-listed users; some literature [98] defines a third type called consortium blockchain, which is a
permissioned blockchain where the participants are part of a consortium rather than a single organization.
Bitcoin and Ethereum are the most popular example of a public, permission-less blockchain. Examples of
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Figure 3.5: Cryptocurrency market capitalization (taken from [21])
platforms for deploying private or consortium blockchains are Eris [64], MultiChain [17], and Hyperledger
fabric [55].
3.1.6 Blockchain as a Database
Many research [3, 78] have described the blockchain as a type of database - in particular as a distributed
database - a shared ledger that consists of transactions. According to Dinh et al. [28], blockchain’s approach
of agreeing on the order of execution of transactions and replicating all the data on all nodes can be viewed
as an example of a solution to the distributed transaction management problems in a database. Nevertheless,
blockchains are quite different from traditional distributed database systems. For example, according to
Tai et al. [90], while traditional distributed database may compromise consistency to gain availability (CAP
theorem [38]), blockchain compromises scalability to gain trustless interactions; thus, in terms of performance,
a blockchain will always be slower. Again, in term of the CAP theorem, blockchain gives up consistency for
availability and partition tolerance and has been said to be “eventually consistent” [3] meaning consistent
after the block is confirmed. Also, when compared to a traditional database, blockchain has a lower cost in
terms of infrastructure and personnel [83].
Some other differences between blockchain and traditional databases were discussed in [41] and are sum-
marized below:
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• Blockchain enables non-trusting parties to share write-access to a database without the need for a
central administrator. This is very significant because apart from introducing a whole new field of
possible applications (for example P2P transactions as in Bitcoin), it also reduces the investment in
infrastructure and personnel normally required to secure and maintain databases controlled by trusted
authorities.
• One of blockchain features is transparency. Unfortunately, this comes at the expense of confidentiality.
Traditional databases (SQL or NoSQL) provides confidentiality by restricting both read and write
access to be managed centrally by an administrator.
• Blockchain database is more robust and fault tolerant than traditional database. It can be said that
blockchain compromises performance for robustness because by replicating every transaction on all the
nodes and densely connecting nodes together, the failure of some nodes does not affect the blockchain
database. This is not the case with traditional databases, where to achieve close to the same level of
robustness, expensive high-ends nodes and backups need to be put in place.
Nevertheless, despite their difference, both type of database has major roles to play and proper under-
standing of their characteristics is important to use the right kind for the right purpose and to combine them
where necessary.
3.2 Bitcoin
Bitcoin [66] proposed in 2008 and implemented in 2009 was developed to address the problem of double
spending in electronic payments. Traditional payment system suffered from many challenges: reversible
transactions, high transaction cost, and lack of anonymity. All these challenges were due to the need to
minimize fraud from double spending by using a trusted third party such as Banks. The idea of Bitcoin was
to use cryptographic proof to replace trust in electronic payment. Blockchain is the core technology underlying
Bitcoin. In fact, it is the first application of the blockchain technology and much of blockchain’s popularity
can be traced to it [28]. Many current blockchain implementations is derived from the one underlying Bitcoin
[43].
The Bitcoin blockchain is a public (or permission-less) blockchain, meaning it has no restriction on who
can connect and participate in the mining activities as long the node is running a compatible client. The
current block size of the Bitcoin blockchain is 1Mb and it can handle about 7 transactions per seconds with
a block formed every 10 minutes on average. As discussed before, Bitcoin uses PoW to achieve distributed
consensus. It incentivizes its miners using transactions fees and mining rewards.
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3.2.1 Transaction Model
Bitcoin transactions consists of a list of inputs and outputs. It uses the unspent transaction output (UTXO)
model [27]. In this model, newly created (minted) bitcoins are UTXOs with the miners as owners having the
right to spend it. The bitcoin is spent when they become the input of a transaction, and they create new
UTXOs with new owners. Bitcoin uses a script to describe the output of a transaction. The script uses a
stack-based programming language and is not Turing complete. This is illustrated in Figure 3.6.
Figure 3.6: Sample bitcoin transaction showing output script (taken from [93])
3.2.2 Smart Contract
Bitcoin’s script is not very flexible due to the limit of the scripting language. However, the need to build more
complex scripts resting on the blockchain led to the development of new kinds of blockchain with Turing-
complete scripting language. Smart Contract as they are called was originally proposed in early 1990s by
Nick Szabo [89]. They are computer programs residing on the blockchain allowing interacting parties to
technically enforce an agreement written with code that runs on every node on the blockchain network. It is
analogous to a stored procedure in relational databases [65]. A number of high level programming languages
such as Python and Solidity [82] can be used to write a smart contract. Since it resides on the blockchain, it
has an address and is triggered by sending transaction to that address. The most popular example of smart
contract styled blockchain is Ethereum.
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3.3 MultiChain
MultiChain [17] is a platform for creating and deploying private blockchains. The motivation for the devel-
opment of MultiChain was to solve some of the problems identified with the use of Bitcoin, from which it was
derived, for institutional financial transactions. As a platform for private blockchain, it introduces features
that ensures only permitted nodes can participate in the network activities including connecting, mining,
and sending or receiving transactions. These permissions are configurable during the setup of the network
and includes permissions such as anyone-can-connect, which indicates if anyone can connect to the network
(as in a public blockchain) and anyone-can-mine, indicating if anyone can take turn to append blocks to
the blockchain. The MultiChain permissions documentation [18] provides more details on these and other
supported permissions. MultiChain differs from the Bitcoin in a number of ways including different consensus
mechanism (MultiChain uses a scheme called Mining Diversity), direct support for third party assets and
support for database-like feature via MultiChain Streams.
3.3.1 Mining Diversity
MultiChain uses a round-robin scheme to determine which permitted miner can append blocks to the chain.
The idea is to limit the number of blocks that a single miner can append within a given window using a
network parameter called mining diversity which can be set to a value between 0 and 1 (inclusive) during the
blockchain setup. Nodes only attempt to mine if they have not mined any one of the spacing − 1 previous
blocks where spacing is calculated by #permitted miners∗mining diversity else their blocks will be invalid.
3.3.2 Assets
Although a fork of Bitcoin core, MultiChain goes a step further by allowing arbitrary third party tokenized
assets (virtual tokens representing real world assets) to be created and exchanged on the Blockchain. It
enforces the same or higher level of cryptographic security for the transfer of these assets. One use of
this feature is to create application-specific cryptocurrencies different from the native one provided by the
platform.
3.3.3 Streams
Another feature MultiChain support is called Streams. A MultiChain Stream [42] is an append-only collection
of items, implemented underneath as blockchain transactions. This abstraction allows the blockchain to be
used for data retrieval and archival. Each item in a stream has 4 fields namely publisher(s), key, data, and
timestamp. The key field allows data to be stored and retrieved like in a key-value database, the timestamp
enables stored data to be retrieved in time order and the publisher field categorizes the items by their authors
for retrieval. By this implementation, a Stream allows three types of databases on top the blockchain:
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1. Key-value database or Document store
2. Time series database
3. Identity driven database
3.3.4 Oracle
Bitcoin and MultiChain supports two runtime parameters: blocknotify and walletnotify, that allows external
scripts to run in response to some transaction activity on the blockchain [19]. This external script can be
seen as an Oracle. An oracle is anything that is used to connect the blockchain to the off-chain world. In our
use-case, the oracle is a script that is triggered when certain transaction activities occur on the blockchain.
However, the use of oracle goes beyond this use case of responding to a transaction. It is also very important
in retrieving input from the off-chain world. Oraclize [71] is an example of a platform that provides this
service.
3.4 Other Blockchain Platforms
Some of the other platforms reviewed during to this research are: BigChainDB and Hyperledger fabric.
3.4.1 BigChainDB
BigChainDB [57] is an attempt to address some of the scalability problems of blockchain by implementing
blockchain features on top of a traditional distributed database. The creators described it as “big-data
database with blockchain characteristics”. Typically, attempts at improving a blockchain platform, for ex-
ample Bitcoin, either starts by building a new one from the scratch or by tweaking existing ones to gain
database-like features and performance. BigChainDB takes the opposite approach by building blockchain
features including decentralization, immutability, and native support for digital assets into existing big-data
database. BigChainDB currently uses either MongoDB or RethinkDB as the database backend.
3.4.2 Hyperledger fabric
The Hyperledger fabric architecture is different from the traditional blockchain architecture described so far.
In the traditional architecture, all nodes are required to execute every transaction, maintain a copy of the
blockchain ledger and participate in the consensus process. However in Hyperledger fabric, the nodes are
decoupled into two separate runtimes with three distinct roles: Endorser, Committer, and Consenter [55].
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3.5 Characteristics, Applications & Challenges of Blockchain
3.5.1 Characteristics
One of the primary feature of the blockchain is its ability to allow direct interaction between non-trusting
parties, removing the need for a trusted authority. This feature provides a number of additional benefits in-
cluding lower costs (no need for expensive central servers and backups) and redundancy. Other characteristics
of blockchain as discussed in the literature [15, 98] are:
• Persistency: Once the transaction has been recorded on the blockchain, it cannot be easily modified
or falsified.
• Anonymity: The real identity of the user is not revealed during interactions on the blockchain as only
a generated address is used for the transactions. Although, this is not a guarantee of perfect anonymity
as a careful analyst can make connections between addresses and may be able to infer the user’s real
identity from such connections [58, 81].
• Fault Tolerance: The blockchain ledger is replicated across all nodes, hence providing redundancy
even if any node fails or leaves the network.
• Transparency: Every participant of the network sees the same state of the transactions recorded on
the blockchain.
• Traceability: Traceability is an extension of the persistency and transparency characteristics. Every
transaction can be audited back till the first transaction.
3.5.2 Applications
The characteristics of the blockchain have attracted many people in industry and research to develop
blockchain-based applications across different domains. The following discusses some of such applications
categorized by their domains:
• Healthcare: The applications in healthcare are mostly centered around protecting access to medical
data using the blockchain. In [2], Azaria et al. proposed and developed a prototype for a decentralized
record management system for providing authentication, confidentiality, accountability and sharing of
electronic medical records using blockchain technology. In the industry, blockchain-based record keeping
service, Factom stores medical services data for example medical bills on the blockchain [88].
• Education: In education, blockchain has been used as a persistent record of intellectual achievements
including records of education achievements & credits, ideas, and creative works [84]. Other institutions
are also beginning to adopt blockchain in this way [29]. Also in [4], Bartling and Fecher organized many
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proposed applications of blockchain around the stages of research from documentation of an idea to
evaluation, publication and obtaining research funding. The authors [4] proposed that research data
could be stored in a blockchain database after acquisition and could be made available initially to
specific researchers and later to others. Also, Gipp et al. [39] proposed a system that uses the Bitcoin
blockchain to create a tamper-proof timestamp for manuscripts submitted to a conference or journal.
This publicly verifiable timestamp acts as proof of existence of the research manuscript at a point in
time.
• Finance: Finance is the application area that seems to have received the most attention and a lot have
been documented on how blockchain could be used in this domain [78, 45].
Applications in some other domains includes IoT [62], Security [85], Infrastructure [91], and Government
[46].
3.5.3 Challenges
Despite the potentials of blockchain technology, it has some problems usually associated with the public
blockchain. Two main challenges found in the literature are:
• Scalability and Performance: This is considered one of the main criticism for public blockchains
in the literature especially by developers of private blockchain platforms. Bitcoin for example can only
process an average of seven transactions per seconds. Other public blockchain platform have similar
performance limits especially when compared to traditional databases. Also, blockchains does not scale
well since each additional node still replicate and process the same transactions.
• Data and User Privacy: Since all the data on the blockchain are visible to all the participants, it
does not support data privacy by default. This challenge is a major drawback especially in finance and
legal use cases where data privacy is very crucial. Also, although information about the owner of a
transaction is not revealed in the blockchain address, this does not guarantee complete user anonymity.
In addition, the immutability of smart contracts makes any error in coding it very dangerous as was
brought to light by the DAO hack [86] on the Ethereum blockchain. With smart contract promising enforcing
real-world contracts on the blockchain, there is the question of whether such contracts would also be legally
binding by default. Other challenges discussed by Zheng et al. [98] include vulnerability to selfish miners,
weakness of current consensus mechanisms and miners’ centralization.
3.6 Data Monetization Solutions
Recall in Chapter 2, we identified a number of challenges with both paradigms of data monetization, seeking
one that integrates the best features from both paradigm and hopefully discard the weaknesses. One model
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that is directed towards achieving this integration is the Sensing-as-a-Service (S2aaS) model, which promotes
the exchange of sensor data between data owners and data consumers. According to Miˇsura and Zˇagar [63],
the idea is for large number of users to have efficient access to data provided by sensors via the Internet.
Some work has been done in this area [75, 77], however, we would focus on the literature concerning design
and/or implementation of the model so as to remain within the design and implementation scope of this
work.
Miˇsura and Zˇagar [63] described a model for a centralized data marketplace for IoT data. They envisioned
a cloud service that allows sensor owners register their devices with relevant information about the sensor
and the data it collects, and data consumers to query the system based on their requirement. They argued
that such a marketplace differs from other general data marketplace such as Microsoft’s Azure data market
for a number of reasons:
• IoT data owners are small-time compared to large organizations that might want to sell data on a
traditional data marketplace.
• The data consumers for IoT data would typically require data from multiple data owners.
• IoT data is usually required in real-time compared to the batch archive of traditional datasets, for
example as implemented by Xu et al. [97].
• IoT data is usually paid for in advance and contains more sensitive information.
Figure 3.7: System architecture for centralized IoT data marketplace (taken from [63])
Their platform architecture addresses publishing and discovery using a centralized device registry (Figure
3.7). Data from the sensor owners are first stored in a central measurement database to provide efficient
delivery to multiple consumers as well as caching. Both the sensor owners and consumers interact with the
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platform using HTTP requests. They also reported on a system for ensuring data providers remain honest
by evaluating the number of completed measurements divided by the number of agreed measurements. This
measure is visible to the data consumers. Details of how the monetization would be implemented was not
provided. Also, since their implementation is centralized, it introduces security and privacy issues.
Robert et al. [80] proposed a generic framework for data monetization also focusing on IoT data. The
authors discussed considerations necessary for the design of a framework based on a P2P architecture. They
outlined a number of key requirements that such a platform should have including enabling information
publication and discovery, secure money transactions, encouraging competitive pricing, using open standard-
based platform, open market, and incentive for data sharing. They also analyzed some existing state of the
art platforms such as Placemeter [79] and Thingful [92] etc. and concluded that none of them meets all
the requirements. While the authors identified the key features that would enable the integration of both
paradigms mentioned in Chapter 2, what is lacking is a concrete design, implementation, and evaluation of
such framework.
Noyen et al. [67] proposed Bitcoin as a protocol for S2aaS. The authors identified three challenges in this
space: sensor identification (uniquely identifying and authenticating sensor owners), sensor data provenance
(tracing sensor data and securing from manipulations) and low-cost micropayment (incentives for sensor
owners to share data). They also identified some characteristics of the Bitcoin blockchain protocol that made
it suitable for S2aaS applications including decentralization, pseudonymity, and low fees. A prototype of the
idea was implemented by Wo¨rner et al. [96].
Figure 3.8: System architecture of exchanging data for cash with bitcoin (taken from [96])
The prototype consisted of three components (See Figure 3.8): a sensor client, sensor repository and a
requester client. The sensor client was implemented as a web socket to know when a payment has been
made to the sensor address and it responds by addressing and publishing a transaction to the blockchain
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for the data consumer containing the requested data. The sensor repository was a centralized database with
RESTful HTTP API and web interface allowing the sensor requester to search for desired sensor datasets.
The authors identified a number of challenges with their implementation including that the sent data will be
publicly readable by every participant on the blockchain and scaling issues as more data is exchanged and
stored on the blockchain. The authors however did not show results of evaluating their platform.
Similarly, Dominic Wo¨rner [95] developed a prototype for a decentralized market place for the exchange of
data based on the 21 Bitcoin computer [87]. Their motivation was to “free” sensor’s data which they argued
is “trapped in application-specific environments” by providing financial incentives to share data. Their
implementation also provided means of discovery using a centralized sensor registry based on a MongoDB
database and they did not show any result of performance evaluation of their prototype. It is clear that
many of the proposed model focused on S2aaS business model. This needs to be generalized to all sorts of
data or services. For example, a sensor may detect that an individual fell but not that the individual was
mentally distracted or lighted headed from drinking, such additional information can come from surveys and
questionnaires submitted via a web service.
Xu et al. [97] discussed a prototype of a platform for data monetization using smart contracts. They
considered two scenarios: one where the data owner publishes their data to the platform and the data
consumer browses for and select desired data set and the other, where the data consumers first pushes their
jobs to the platform and the data owner can select jobs to provide data for. In both scenarios, the data
owner is compensated for their data. The platform addresses the requirement of publishing and discovery
using smart contracts, for example a dataset is registered by calling a dataset registry contract which stores
description of the dataset along with a hash of the data; micro-payment infrastructures provided by the
underlying blockchain cryptocurrency and provenance data is written for every event to the blockchain. The
actual data is stored in an offchain storage platform due to the size. The authors also pointed out the need
for a reputation and rating mechanism to ensure that the data owners remain honest especially in describing
their dataset. The fact that the data is centrally stored introduces the possibility of surveillance and data
breaches. In addition, a clear idea of how it would be implemented, including evaluation was not provided.
3.7 Other Related works
The section discusses the literature on the general area of data management on the blockchain including data
access control, privacy, and provenance. The is important because blockchain-based approach taken in these
application areas are very similar and the ideas are transferable.
3.7.1 Access Control
Researchers have sought to address data privacy and security problems using blockchain [73, 99]. One
approach is by using the blockchain as an access control mechanism. Access control allows restrictions to
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be placed on what can be done by a computer user or program. There are three traditional access control
models: Mandatory Access Control (MAC), Role-based Access Control (RBAC) and Discretionary Access
Control (DAC). Uurtsaikh Jamsrandorj [47] discussed these different access control models and then proposed
a decentralized access control using blockchain. In [99], Zyskind et al. proposed a decentralized personal
data management system to address the problem of organizations collecting and controlling huge amount of
user’s personal data. The authors argued that this model have resulted in many breaches in security and
increase in surveillance. They developed a platform that makes use of the blockchain acting as an access
control manager to data stored in an off-blockchain storage enabling the owner to grant or revoke access to
the data at will. Figure 3.9 shows an overview of their platform.
Figure 3.9: Overview of blockchain platform as an access control manager (taken from [99])
Essentially, the blockchain transactions carry instructions for storing, querying, and sharing the data.
The data owner uses transactions to set permissions which are stored on the blockchain for accessing the
data. The data owner or consumer uses transactions to query the data via the blockchain which first verifies
if they have the appropriate permission to access the data. The authors affirm that the platform ensures the
user remains owners of their data, has complete view of what data is collected and can determine who has
access to their data. They also identified certain weaknesses of their platform such as inefficiency in data
processing and that the platform does not prevent data consumers from retaining the data (and running
other analysis) on it after the first query.
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3.7.2 Provenance
Provenance is the record of the history of a data object from creation. It has several benefits including data
auditability and is very relevant in many domains. Blockchain provides a very natural infrastructure for
storing provenance data because of its features of persistency, transparency, and resistance to data manipula-
tion. Liang et al. [54] proposed a decentralized and trusted architecture for storing provenance of cloud data
objects on the blockchain. They argued that with the added features the blockchain provides, the provenance
data would not be vulnerable to accidental or deliberate corruption which according to them is a problem
with the current state-of-the-art cloud based provenance services.
Their platform, ProvChain (see Figure 3.10) supports provenance data collection, storage and validation
while also guaranteeing the cloud user privacy and low overhead for the cloud storage application.
Figure 3.10: System architecture of ProvChain (taken from [54])
It works by monitoring subscribed user’s operations and collecting provenance data, which is stored in a
local provenance database, and the data hash published onto the blockchain network. The user can request
the data in the provenance database be validated by a provenance validator. The validator queries the
blockchain network for the details of the transaction holding the provenance data and stores that also in the
provenance database, thus validating the provenance data. Only the hash of the user id is stored to protect
the user’s privacy.
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3.8 RESTful Web Services
The Representational State Transfer (REST) is a set of design principles introduced in 2000 by Roy Fielding
as part of his doctoral dissertation [34]. REST is not a strict standard but an architectural style. It describes
the following six constraints [34]:
1. Client-Server: The principle behind this constraint is to separate the concerns of the clients from
that of the server. For example the client does not have to know about the server’s database and the
server does not need to worry about the client’s interface. This allows the clients and server to evolve
independently and it improves scalability of the server and portability of the user interface.
2. Stateless: This constraint defines that the web-server should not be required to retain the state of the
client application. Hence, every request should have all the information required to service the request.
This helps increase the server scalability since it does not have to maintain states of each of its clients;
it also simplifies implementation because it does not have to manage resource usage across requests.
The Stateless constraint however causes repetitive data to be sent to the server every request, thus
decreasing the network performance.
3. Cache: This defines that the server specifies if a response is cacheable or non-cacheable allowing the
client to know if it can reuse the cached data in later requests or make a fresh request. This constraint
improves the average latency over a number of interactions.
4. Uniform Interface: REST emphasizes a uniform interface between components of the network. This
constraints establish a communication contract between the client and server thus decoupling the ser-
vices from the actual implementation. Fielding [34] identified the following architectural constraints
required to obtain a uniform interface:
• Identification of resources: A resource is any web-based entity that can be uniquely identified
and manipulated via the uniform interface. A resource is uniquely identifiable by a URI (Uniform
Resource Identifier) which contains the name and address of the resource [24].
• Manipulation of resources through representations: A resource is decoupled from their rep-
resentation hence it can be represented in different ways depending on the component interacting
with it. Resources are manipulated via their representations.
• Self-descriptive messages: The request/response messages must contain the information re-
quired by the recipient to interpret it.
• Hypermedia as the engine of application state: A resource representation can include URIs
to enable navigation between resources.
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5. Layered System: This principle allows multi-layered architecture such that servers can be installed
in between the client and other components to provide services such as caching, security, and load
balancing. Each layer is only aware of the immediate layer they are interacting with. The trade off
here is that it introduces additional overhead and latency.
6. Code on Demand: This constraint allows the client to extend their functionality by downloading and
executing codes such as applets or scripts from the server.
A RESTful web services is a framework built on the REST architectural principles. It uses the HTTP
protocol for communication and the corresponding HTTP methods to interact with the resources:
• GET: This method is used to retrieve a representation of a resource.
• HEAD: This method is like GET however, only the response headers is retrieved.
• POST: This is used to create new resource.
• PUT: This is used to update a resource.
• PATCH: This updates parts of a resource. The request only contains the changes to the made to the
resource.
• DELETE: This removes the specified resource.
3.9 Summary
This chapter set out to give a thorough background into blockchain technology before directing attention to
existing designs and implementations of data monetization platforms in the literature. The review focused
on academic publications only but due to the rapid development in the area, may be missing some work only
published in blog posts and whitepapers. Table 3.1 gives a list of topics, papers and the key findings that
would be relevant to this thesis.
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Topics Papers Findings
Blockchain [66, 98, 15,
93]
Blockchain technology can be used to replace the tradi-
tional middleman in centralized architectures, ensuring that
no one has full control over the state of the network.
Blockchain and Database [28, 90, 3, 83,
41]
Although blockchain and traditional database both store
data, they do so in very different ways which results in dif-
ferent performance and features. While blockchain tends
towards data security features, database tends towards scal-
ability and performance features.
MultiChain [17] MultiChain is an easy to use private blockchain plat-
form with support for database-like feature via MultiChain
Streams.
BigChainDB [57] It is possible to use traditional NoSQL databases such as
MongoDB to provide additional features that might not be
best supported using only a blockchain.
Data Monetization [97, 95, 96,
67, 80, 63]
Most existing work are either centralized or only partially
decentralized.
Table 3.1: Summary of literature review
The review revealed that most existing work stores the resources’ metadata using a centralized database.
This approach relies on the robust support those databases provides, which makes it easier for the metadata
to be queried and retrieved. However, it also introduces all the weaknesses of centralized systems.
In this thesis, the focus would be on answering these research questions:
1. How can resources’ (data and web services) metadata stored on the blockchain in a decentralized
blockchain architecture be efficiently queried?
2. How can resources’ (data and web services) metadata stored on the blockchain in a decentralized
blockchain architecture be efficiently retrieved?
Querying and retrieving resources’ metadata stored on the blockchain is not trivial because blockchain’s
indexing is not designed by default to support such operations on arbitrary data. It is rather indexed
for retrieving data by the blockchain transaction information, and block numbers. The result of this is a
blockchain architecture that is fully decentralized and still allows efficient retrieval of the metadata stored on
it.
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Chapter 4
Architecture
The goal of this thesis is to propose, design, implement and evaluate an architecture on top of blockchain
technology for publishing, discovery and exchange of data and web services for cryptocurrency. The proposed
system is called Cowry; it is a decentralized data and services monetization platform built on top of a
blockchain providing users ability to trade their data and services. This chapter will discuss the architectural
design of Cowry.
4.1 Design Objectives
The literature review provided a few guidelines that helped guide the design of the architecture. The archi-
tecture will have the following features:
• Publication & Discovery: A RESTful API to publish available data, services, and jobs, and to query
them using one or more parameters such as location, resource type (e.g. sensors) and price etc.
• Decentralization: Each node owner hosts their own data. The node represents a trusted entity and
multiple users can host their data on a trusted node. The information about the data and services are
stored on the blockchain leveraging benefits of decentralization including resistance to censorship.
• Privacy and Secure Transactions: Ensure privacy of the participants. All verification of user
identity is done off-chain and only the hash is stored on the blockchain. All transactions are carried
out through the blockchain’s native support for cryptocurrency which provides pseudo-anonymity and
secure transactions. All private information, for example data exchanged via the platform are securely
encrypted before writing to the blockchain ledger.
• Provenance: Provide a history of every interactions and transaction. This is done by leveraging
blockchain’s feature of immutable storage. Every interaction is recorded immutably on the blockchain.
• Fairness: A mechanism to ensure fairness, by transparently penalizing attempts to defraud other
participants. The buyer gives a rating for each seller’s reputation after every transaction.
These objectives constitute majority of the standards defined in the literature for designing a decentralized
data marketplace [80].
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4.2 Design Considerations
In the design of the Cowry platform, we made certain design choices for the architecture including how
cryptocurrencies, keys selection, reputation mechanism was implemented.
4.2.1 Cryptocurrency
The platform uses it own cryptocurrency independent of that of the underlying blockchain native currency.
The platform digital coin is called cowrie (plural cowries)1. It is traded for exchange of digital resources.
Using a currency different from the native currency of the blockchain platform further helps to make the
solution independent of the underlying blockchain platform.
4.2.2 Hashing & Encryption
Hashing and encryption are very important elements in the architecture. Because of the open nature of
the blockchain, everything published on it is visible to all network participants. To avoid this, sensitive
information such as the resource shared was encrypted before publishing it. The AES (Advanced Encryption
Standard) algorithm (symmetric encryption) with a key size of 256 bits and CBC (Cipher Block Chaining)
encryption mode was used for encryption, while SHA256 was used for hashing.
4.2.3 Keys
Every account holder requires three different sets of keys:
• Account key, Ak: This is a public/private key pair [61] generated by the underlying blockchain and
used to sign every transaction made by the account. The account holder address on the blockchain is
derived from the public key.
• Encryption key, Ek: This is a 32-bit symmetric key that is provided by the buyer each time a resource
is to be shared. It is used to encrypt the transaction details as well as the resource before writing it to
the blockchain. The hash of this key is also required to retrieve the resource from the blockchain after
the transaction is complete.
• Sharing key, Sk: This is a public/private key pair used to secure the transaction before it is completed.
The encryption key, Ek is encrypted with the Sk public key of the data owner so it can use the private
key to decrypt it. There are two reasons for choosing to use a different key-pair for sharing data and
for authenticating transactions:
1. The account keys are built from Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) [48] in
MultiChain and their primary purpose is for digital signatures.
1A long time ago, cowries were used as currency in Africa.
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2. Since the Account key, Ak is tied to the user account, it is more secure to support new encryption
keys for each data exchange instead of reusing the account key for all transactions.
4.2.4 Reputation
To ensure fairness of transactions both in terms of prices and quality of data and services, Cowry includes a
reputation mechanism similar to that suggested by Miˇsura and Zˇagar [63]. A user’s reputation is a derived
from the weighted average of votes from other users:
reputation =
∑
(costi ∗ ratingi)∑
costi
where costi is the cost of the ith transaction by the data owner, ratingi is the rating of the ith transaction
by the consumer. The denominator normalizes the result. The data consumer (buyer) rate the data owner
(seller) at the end of the transaction.
4.3 Cowry Architecture
In Cowry, the blockchain infrastructure replaces the centralized middleman (Figure 4.1) with a decentralized
P2P network of nodes working together to record and validate every transaction.
Figure 4.1: Centralized model
In the centralized model (Figure 4.1), P2P exchange must go through a trusted third party. However, it
also includes big firms acting as aggregators of user data and trading with it. The proposed solution serves
as a middleware providing operations on top of the blockchain to utilize the infrastructure for exchanging
data and services for cryptocurrency. Figure 4.2 shows a high-level overview of our proposed architecture.
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Figure 4.2: High-level overview of Cowry architecture
Figure 4.3: Architecture of Cowry nodes
The blockchain network (shown in Figure 4.2) consists of a number of Cowry nodes connected to each
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other to form a decentralized P2P network. Internally, each Cowry node has three layers (shown in Figure
4.3): application layer, middleware layer and blockchain layer.
4.3.1 Application Layer
The application layer consists of application specific components and database. For example, this layer could
contain the desktop application along with its internal database which hosts the data synchronized from a
user’s mobile phone. The application can connect to the Cowry core using RESTful web services to publish
the data for trading.
4.3.2 Middleware Layer
The middleware layer consists of four components: Cowry Core, Blockchain Connector, Cowry Web service
and Cowry Database.
• Cowry Core: The Cowry core defines a set of operations that enables the underlying blockchain to
be used as a decentralized data and service marketplace. There are nine core operations provided by
the Cowry middleware:
– Buy: This allows the data consumer to request for a resource (data or service) published on
the platform from the data owner. It requires the buyer’s address as well as the resource unique
identifier.
– Sell: This allows the data owner to automatically respond to a buy request if it meets the price
advertised. It is called automatically with the transaction data of the buy request.
– Rate: This allows the data consumer to publish a rating between 0 and 1 for a transaction. It is
called with details about the rating including the rated transaction id, the purchased resource id
and the data consumer’s comment.
– Search: This allows a user to query the available data or jobs on the platform. The query is run
on the node’s local database and not on the blockchain.
– Sync: This is used to synchronize the blockchain with the Cowry database. This is triggered
automatically every time a new resource or job is published.
– Retrieve: This is used to retrieved purchased resource from the blockchain. It is called with the
symmetric key used for the transaction.
– View: This allows a user to view the users, data, or jobs on the platform.
– Purge: This purges the local database (Cowry Database) of expired entries. These entries are
still available on the blockchain because of the immutability of the blockchain.
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– Register: This allows a user to register an account, a dataset or job on the platform. It is
called with a JSON object containing different fields of information that can be published without
encryption (thus visible to all) on the blockchain.
• Blockchain Connector: The blockchain connector helps to achieve modularity and a bit of indepen-
dence from the underlying blockchain infrastructure ensuring the possibility of implementing the same
architecture for different blockchains simply by using different blockchain specific connector. Also, this
decoupling ensures that majors changes to the blockchain implementation does not require changing
Cowry core.
• Cowry Web service: The Cowry web service projects the operations of the Cowry core as services
to be consumed via HTTP requests.
• Cowry Database: This component represents the unique part of this work. The Cowry database pro-
vides additional features for the platform that is not currently efficient using the underlying blockchain
for example indexing for quick search and retrieval. The database caches some core data on the
blockchain and index it for quick search. This is a trade-off between additional space (for the database)
and performance improvement. A document style database was used because it natively supports the
JSON format used by Cowry for storing the data on the blockchain.
4.3.3 Blockchain Layer
This layer contains the blockchain core client and local copy of the blockchain ledger. The blockchain ledger
records all the transaction on the blockchain network. It was used to record all the interactions between
participants, store the metadata of the participants and the metadata of the resource exchanged. As discussed
in Chapter 3, all data on the ledger is replicated on every participating node in the network. The blockchain
client used for our prototype is MultiChain.
We defined a number of components hosted on the blockchain ledger and interacting with the operations
on Cowry core. Each component serves a single purpose. Figure 4.4 shows the interaction of the participants
and components of the Cowry framework.
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Figure 4.4: Blockchain ledger components and interaction
The transactions (TXfunction(argument)) are blockchain transactions used for that function using the
specified argument. For example, TXregister(users) transaction represents a blockchain transaction that is
sent to the user registry.
• Data (or Service) Owner (DSO): The DSO wants to grant access to data or services which its
owns in exchange for micropayments in form of cryptocurrencies. The data could be in any form and
is encoded into hexadecimal before writing to the blockchain. It can be the raw data requested or
information on accessing it off-chain via a web service.
• Data (or Service) Consumer (DSC): The DSC is a user that wants to pay for access to certain
resources. The DSC can also register a job describing the resource required and how it would be used.
• Users Registry: This registry maps a hash of the user’s identifier (for example an ID used to register
a user account) to an address on the blockchain. MultiChain Streams (discussed in Chapter 3) are used
to store this mapping.
• Data (or Service) Registry: This registry is used to register a data or service on the blockchain. It
stores relevant information about the data including the cost, the owner usage policies for example if the
resource can be redistributed etc. The idea is by publishing this policy information on the blockchain,
all parties involved in the transaction agree on the policy. However, violations can only be enforced
off-chain using traditional legal approaches as currently used when such data rights are violated in
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traditional systems. The data sent to the registry is represented as JSON. An example is shown in
Figure 4.5.
Figure 4.5: Sample data example stored in the data registry
The id, desc, price, public key are required fields, and they represent an identifier for the resource, a
free-form description of the resource, the price, and the sellers public key respectively. The remaining
fields are optional. The hash field is a hash of the actual resource, the license provides information
about what and how the data can or cannot be used, the location field represents a location information
for the dataset, the size represents the size of the data in bytes, type specifies the type of data and
validity specifies an expiry date after which the metadata can be purged.
• Job Registry: This is like the Data registry. It is called by the data consumer to register a job
requiring certain data set.
• Buy Registry: This is used to maintain a trace of every purchase request on the platform. It contains
details of the request including the originator.
• Sell Registry: This maintains a record of every completed transaction along with the encrypted data
transferred. The data consumer can also retrieve the purchased resource from this registry.
• Reputation Registry: This register maps an address on the blockchain to a rating for a transaction.
The data consumer can view and filter by this rating. The rate can be viewed by every participant on
the network.
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4.4 Sequence Diagrams
Figure 4.6 shows the process of buying and selling on the Cowry platform. The buy transaction is initiated by
a user interested in a resource published on the Cowry platform. The sell transaction is initiated automatically
by the seller’s node if the buy requests meets the predetermined specification (e.g. price).
Figure 4.6: The process of buying and selling on Cowry platform
Figure 4.7 shows the Sync and Search process. Once the resource is uploaded and the metadata saved
on the blockchain, it triggers an oracle on all the participating nodes which saves it to the Cowry database
of that node. The metadata can then be queried with values for its different fields. For example, a user can
query for dataset from a location, or a type. The query goes directly to the Cowry database instead of the
blockchain.
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Figure 4.7: The process of syncing and searching on Cowry platform
4.5 Summary
This chapter discussed the design of the Cowry architecture. At the basic level, the design followed recom-
mended practices in the literature for building data monetization platforms. Beyond that, the architecture
incorporates traditional NoSQL database on every node to leverage their features. The next chapter would
go into details of the implementation of the architecture.
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Chapter 5
Implementation
A prototype of the architectural design in Chapter 4 was implemented. This chapter highlights the
hardware and software technologies requirement as well as the implementation approach.
5.1 Software Requirement
Component Specification
Operating System Ubuntu 16.04 Desktop (64-bit)
Blockchain MultiChain 1.0.2
Cowry Database MongoDB v3.4.9
Application Database MySQL 5.7.20
Server Node v8.9.3 LTS
Table 5.1: Software requirements
Figure 5.1 shows the software components required for the implementation. The Cowry database is
implemented using MongoDB. The choice of MongoDB was inspired by the BigChainDB blockchain platform
described briefly in the literature review, and it also meets the design requirements for a document style
NoSQL database supporting JSON, the format used in this work for storing data on the blockchain. For
the application database, a MySQL database is used. A connector was implemented to interface the Cowry
middleware to the MySQL database. Node.js was used to implement the web services. The MultiChain
blockchain platform discussed in the literature was used as the core blockchain component.
5.2 Implementation
The implementation was done following the same layered approach of the architecture. This section discusses
the setup of the blockchain and middleware layer. The implementation was done using the JavaScript
programming language. Details on how to access the code is given in the Appendix.
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5.2.1 Blockchain
The blockchain layer consists of the MultiChain client and the ledger. The client allows any participant
to join and participate in a MultiChain private network. It takes care of many low-level operations such
as connecting to the network, sending, and receiving transactions and maintaining the local copy of the
blockchain ledger. During the setup of the first node in the MultiChain network, a configuration file needs
to be customized to specify the parameters of the blockchain. A description of the different parameters can
be found on the MultiChain developers site [19]. An example configuration file for the blockchain is shown
in Figure 5.1.
Figure 5.1: Snippet of Cowry blockchain platform configuration
5.2.2 Cowry Middleware
The implementation consists of seven modules: api.js, chain.js, routes.js, utils.js, cache.js, datastore.js, ora-
cle.js, and two configuration files: blockchain.cfg, datastore.cfg.
• api.js: This module projects the core functions as web services.
• chain.js: This module manages the connection with the MultiChain blockchain. It uses configuration
pre-set in the blockchain.cfg file.
• routes.js: This module implements the core functions of the Cowry middleware.
• utils.js: This provides utility functions for hashing, encryption, decryption, encoding and decoding.
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• cache.js: This module manages the connection with the MongoDB database by providing high level
function interface that are called by the Cowry core functions.
• datastore.js: This provides a high-level function interface for connecting to an MySQL database used
in the application layer. It uses configurations set in the datastore.cfg file.
• oracle.js: This detects and initiate response to notifications from the blockchain. For example, a
transaction uploading a new dataset triggers the sync operation to copy the metadata to the Cowry
database.
• datastore.cfg: This file provides configuration options for the connection to the application database
such as login credentials and database schema information.
• blockchain.cfg: This file provides configuration options for connecting to the blockchain such as
blockchain host and JSON-RPC access credentials as well as initial setup options such as the name of
currency, and initial amount to issue.
5.3 Deployment
To deploy the Cowry platform the first step is to setup the underlying blockchain infrastructure, including
installing the MultiChain clients on the participating nodes. Assuming that has been done, the remaining
steps are as follows:
1. On the first participating node:
• Create the blockchain.
multichain-util create [chain-name]
• Configure the blockchain by customizing the params.dat file (automatically created in the previous
step). For our experiments, we used the options shown in Figure 5.1. The portion not shown in
the figure was not modified.
• Configure the path to the oracle script using the walletnotify runtime parameter.
• Start the created blockchain.
multichaind [chain-name] -daemon
• Customize blockchain.cfg to allow the Cowry platform to connect to the blockchain.
• Launch Cowry.
node api.js
2. On the other participating nodes:
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• Connect the nodes to the created blockchain network.
multichaind [chain-name]@[ip-address]:[port] -daemon
• Customize blockchain.cfg to allow the Cowry platform to connect to the blockchain.
• Launch Cowry.
node api.js
To use the platform, a user can upload data via the interface, the data is stored on the application
database and the extracted metadata is written to the blockchain. To buy resource via the platform, the
Cowry cryptocurrency is required. This work would not go into the details of purchase and distribution of
the cryptocurrency.
5.4 Summary
This chapter described the implemented proof of concept prototype of the Cowry architecture. The next
chapter discusses the evaluation of the prototype including how it accomplishes the goal of decentralized
query and retrieval of resources stored on the blockchain.
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Chapter 6
Evaluation
This chapter discusses the evaluation of the architecture proposed in Chapter 4, and implemented in
Chapter 5, to determine whether it answers the research questions highlighted in Chapter 2. The evaluation
of the architecture focuses on the two primary operations introduced in this research:
• Sync: This operation ensures that the Cowry database and the blockchain are synchronized.
• Search: This operation allows flexible query of the resources metadata stored on the blockchain (and
cached on the Cowry database).
6.1 Performance Evaluation
Two group of experiments was conducted. The first set was carried out in a local network environment
simulating a high-speed connection, and the other was conducted in the cloud using Amazon Web Services
(AWS). In both environment, two metrics were used for determining the system performance: Throughput
and Response Time.
• Response Time: This is the time between when the client sends the request and when it receives the
response. It is measured in milliseconds (ms).
• Throughput: This is the maximum rate at which requests is handled by the platform. It is calculated
as:
number of requests / unit of time
where the time is measured from the start of the first request to the end of the last requests. It is
measured in requests/seconds.
The response time acts as a proxy for measuring the user experience as a slow application lead to poor
user experience. The throughput is a proxy for the scalability of the platform by capturing the performance
of the system as the number of requests increases. Apache JMeter was used for the measurements. It is an
open source testing tool used for testing the performance of a variety of services, including web services.
The experiments would help determine the feasibility of building a fully decentralized data monetization
platform based on the Cowry architecture.
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6.1.1 Local Environment
Component Detail
Blockchain Cluster 3 Nodes, each with specifications as follows:
Ubuntu 16.04 Desktop (64-bit)
Intel (R) Core (TM) i5-2400 CPU @ 3.10 GHz
16 GB RAM
Client Windows 10 Education 64-bit OS
Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-6700 CPU @ 3.40 GHz 3.41 GHz
32 GB RAM
Apache JMeter 3.1 r1770033
Table 6.1: Local environment setup requirements
The local environment experiment is setup as described in Table 6.1. Figure 6.1 shows the layout of the local
environment. The Cowry nodes making up the blockchain cluster are connected within the University’s local
network. The machine acting as the client is also connected to the local network.
Figure 6.1: Local environment setup
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In this environment, the following experiments was conducted:
1. Varying the number of users simultaneously accessing the platform.
2. Varying the delay between users’ requests.
Experiment 1: Varying the number of users simultaneously accessing the platform
This experiment measures the average response time and throughput of the Sync and Search operation while
varying the number of users making the requests. The number of users is 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50 and 100. The
average request is taken over 10 iterations. The results are shown in Figure 6.2, 6.4, 6.6 and 6.7.
Figure 6.2: Average Response Time for Sync transactions
The result gives the average response time for the synchronization operation on a single user node at
8ms. This value rises to over 250ms for Cowry nodes supporting up to 100 users. The value indicates the
time it takes the local Cowry database to synchronize with the blockchain as it is updated with data by up
to 100 users. The implication is any search operation conducted from that node within that period before
the Cowry database synchronizes would not give the current state of the blockchain. The standard deviation
of the response time is shown in Figure 6.3. As expected, the standard deviation of the result rises as the
number of users increases.
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Figure 6.3: Standard Deviation of Response Time for Sync transactions
The search operation on a single user node has an average response time of 4ms. The search was conducted
for dataset from a location and type. The first observation is that the search is only slightly faster than the
synchronization of the Cowry database with the blockchain. For nodes supporting up to 100 users making
simultaneous requests, the average response time rises to about 250ms. Nevertheless, the speed of the search
also depends on the amount of data to be retrieved. More experiment using standard benchmarks would be
required to effectively test the performance of the search operation. Figure 6.5 shows the standard deviation.
Figure 6.4: Average Response Time for Search transactions
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Figure 6.5: Standard Deviation of Response Time for Search transactions
The throughput for the sync transaction (Figure 6.6) of the node supporting only a single user rises from
about 75 requests per seconds to almost 200 requests per seconds for nodes supporting up 100 users making
simultaneous requests. This trend is very similar to that of the search transaction (Figure 6.7) which rises
from about 79 requests per seconds to about 190 requests per seconds.
Figure 6.6: Throughput for Sync transactions
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Figure 6.7: Throughput for Search transactions
Experiment 2: Varying the delay between users’ requests
In this experiment, the delay between the user’s requests was varied from 250ms to 1000ms (with steps of
250ms) for 100 users. The purpose of this experiment was to simulate real conditions, as typically the users
accessing a node do not all connect at the same time. The latency and throughput of the Sync and Search
operation is shown in Figure 6.8, 6.9, 6.12 and 6.13. Again, the average request is taken over 10 iterations.
The standard deviation of the response time for both operations is shown in Figure 6.10 and 6.11.
Figure 6.8: Average Response Time for Sync transactions - varying delay between 100 users’ requests
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Figure 6.9: Average Response Time for Search transactions - varying delay between 100 users’
requests
Figure 6.10: Standard Deviation of Response Time for Sync transactions - varying delay between
100 users’ requests
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Figure 6.11: Standard Deviation of Response Time for Search transactions - varying delay between
100 users’ requests
The average response time for the Sync and Search transaction on a node supporting 100 users making
requests with delays from 250ms to 1000ms is constant. The result suggests that the delays does not impact
on the performance. However, the throughput measurement shows a regular fall in the number of requests
per seconds for both the sync and search transactions as the delay between requests is increase from 250ms
to 1000ms. This is expected as the delays impacts on the total time used for computing the throughput.
Figure 6.12: Throughput for Sync transactions - varying delay between 100 users’ requests
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Figure 6.13: Throughput for Search transactions - varying delay between 100 users’ requests
6.1.2 Cloud Environment
Practical deployment will usually be hosted in the cloud and accessed remotely. The cloud environment
experiment is setup as described in Table 6.2.
Component Detail
Blockchain Cluster 3 Instances, each with specifications as follows:
Amazon Instance type t2.xLarge
Ubuntu 16.04 LTS (64-bit)
Intel Broadwell E5-2686v4 @ 2.3 GHz
16 GB RAM
Client Windows 10 Education 64-bit OS
Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-6700 CPU @ 3.40 GHz 3.41 GHz
32 GB RAM
Apache JMeter 3.1 r1770033
Table 6.2: Cloud environment setup requirements
Figure 6.14 shows the layout of the cloud environment. The Cowry nodes making up the blockchain
cluster are connected within the AWS network. The machine acting as the client is on the local network and
makes HTTP requests via the Internet.
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Figure 6.14: Cloud environment setup
In this environment, we repeated the same experiments:
3. Varying the number of users simultaneously accessing the platform.
4. Varying the delay between users’ requests.
Experiment 3: Cloud: Varying the number of users simultaneously accessing the platform
This experiment measures the average response time and throughput of the Sync and Search operation, while
varying the number of users making the requests. The number of users is 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50 and 100. The
average request is taken over 10 iterations.
Figure 6.15: Average Response Time for Sync transactions on the cloud
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Figure 6.15 shows the average response time for the synchronization operation on a single user node
at 67ms. This value rises to over 250ms for Cowry nodes supporting up to 100 users. As with the local
environment experiment, the value represents the time it takes the local Cowry database to synchronize with
the blockchain as it is updated with data by up to 100 users. The standard deviation of the response time is
shown in Figure 6.16.
Figure 6.16: Standard Deviation of Response Time for Sync transactions on the cloud
Figure 6.17: Average Response Time for Search transactions on the cloud
Figure 6.17 shows the search operation on a single user node has an average response time of 64ms. The
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search was conducted for dataset from a location and of a type. The average response time for the sync and
search transactions follows the same pattern. It is almost constant at about 67ms for the up to 20 users
before rising sharply to 251ms for 100 users.
Figure 6.18: Standard Deviation of Response Time for Search transactions on the cloud
Figure 6.19: Throughput for Sync transactions on the cloud
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Figure 6.20: Throughput for Search transactions on the cloud
The throughput for the sync and search transaction (Figures 6.19, 6.20) for the node supporting only a
single user rises from about 8 requests per seconds to almost 200 requests per seconds for nodes supporting
up to 100 users making simultaneous requests. This result suggests that the platform scales well.
Experiment 4: Cloud: Varying the delay between users’ requests
In this experiment, the delay between the users’ requests was varied from 250ms to 1000ms (with steps of
250ms) for 100 users. Again, the average request is taken over 10 iterations. The standard deviation of the
response time for both operations is shown in Figure 6.22 and 6.24.
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Figure 6.21: Average Response Time for Sync transactions on the cloud - varying delay between 100
users’ requests
Figure 6.22: Standard Deviation of Response Time for Sync transactions on the cloud - varying
delay between 100 users’ requests
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Figure 6.23: Average Response Time for Search transactions on the cloud - varying delay between
100 users’ requests
Figure 6.24: Standard Deviation of Response Time for Search transactions on the cloud - varying
delay between 100 users’ requests
Similar to the local experiment, the average response time for the Sync and Search transaction (Figures
6.21, 6.23) on a node supporting 100 users making requests with delays from 250ms to 1000ms is almost
constant. This result suggests that the delays does not impact on the performance.
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Figure 6.25: Throughput for Sync transactions on the cloud - varying delay between 100 users’
requests
The throughput measurement (Figures 6.25, 6.26) shows a regular fall in the number of requests per
seconds for both the sync and search transactions as the delay between requests is increase from 250ms to
1000ms. This is reasonable as the delays impacts on the total time used for computing the throughput.
Figure 6.26: Throughput for Search transactions on the cloud - varying delay between 100 users’
requests
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6.2 Summary
From our experiments, it can be concluded that the blockchain synchronizes with the Cowry database, and the
metadata can be searched at very low latency, indicating the scalability and efficiency of the architecture. By
adopting a modular implementation, any more efficient NoSQL document-style database can be used instead
of MongoDB and would still accomplish the same or better results. The experiments also indicate that
database features of robust and flexible query and retrieval can be leveraged alongside the decentralization
benefits of the blockchain. The framework implemented in this work handles this by fast local synchronization
between the blockchain ledger and a traditional NoSQL database system. The downside to the architecture
is the additional space required to store the synchronized data, nevertheless the use of an off-chain NoSQL
database lends itself to existing tools for data mining and predictive analytics.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
Two required features of a data monetization platform are query and retrieval of the metadata of the
resources to be monetized. Centralized platforms rely on the maturity of traditional NoSQL database systems
to support these features. These databases for example MongoDB allows for very efficient query and retrieval
of data it stores. However, centralized platforms come with a bag of security and privacy concerns, making
them not the ideal approach for a data monetization platform. On the other hand, most existing decentralized
platforms are only partially decentralized. They, for example, leverage blockchain technology for its support
of cryptocurrency and micropayments and some of its other features but still default to storing the traded
resources metadata on a centralized database.
In this work, I set out to determine how to efficiently query and retrieve metadata stored on the blockchain.
I conducted an in-depth study of blockchain technology and reviewed the literature on blockchain-based data
management. I then proposed an architecture for a fully decentralized platform that also leverages tradi-
tional database system to support efficient query and retrieval of resources’ metadata. Cowry architecture
was developed for publishing of metadata describing available resources (data or services), discovery of pub-
lished resources including fast search and filtering, and exchange for cryptocurrency. I carried out several
experiments to evaluate the efficiency and scalability of the architecture. The findings from the experiments
includes:
• Varying the number of users simultaneously accessing the platform resulted in a low average response
time which increased gradually as the number of users accessing the trusted node increased. The
increase in the throughput suggests the solution is scalable.
• Varying the delays between users in attempt to mimic realistic conditions showed no difference in the
response time; however, there is a decline in the throughput due to the delay introduced before running
a request.
The results suggest that flexible search and retrieval of metadata on the blockchain can be done directly
from the local NoSQL database with very low response time and high throughput.
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7.1 Contributions
This research makes the following contributions:
• Literature review of blockchain technology and how it has been used to facilitate trusted data sharing
among data owners.
• Prototype implementation of a fully decentralized architecture that combines blockchain and traditional
distributed database to gain additional features such as flexible search and fast retrieval of metadata
stored on the blockchain.
Table 7.1 shows how the Cowry platform would compare with centralized or many existing decentralized
platforms
Centralized Platforms Partially Decentralized Platform Cowry Platform
Fully Decentralized No No Yes
Immutability No No Yes
Rich Querying Yes Yes Yes
Cryptocurrency No Yes Yes
Low latency Retrieval Yes Yes Yes
Table 7.1: Comparison of Cowry data monetization platform and other platforms
7.2 Limitations
This work is limited in a few ways:
• The experiments were not conducted using any standard benchmark datasets.
• Since dataset still must be written to the blockchain, it cannot support large datasets.
• The use of an additional database introduces a space overhead.
7.3 Future Works
The following additional work could be done to improve on the work done in this thesis:
• Extend the Architecture: Different blockchain platform have different architectures, some of which
fits better for one use case than the other. A future work would be to explore how other blockchain
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platforms can be combined with traditional database systems with the aim of leveraging the database
matured features for building a data monetization platform. Some of the blockchain platforms to
investigate include Ethereum and Hyperledger fabric, both of which supports smart contracts.
• Improve on the reputation system: Currently, there is still possibility of fraud with the reputation
system where conniving participants work together to rate themselves. A related problem was also
identified by Carboni [12], who used the bitcoin blockchain as a base for a decentralized and distributed
feedback management system, and by Sharples and Domingue [84] who used the blockchain as a record
of learning or intellectual effort. A future work would determine how to prevent such exploitation of
the reputation system.
• Explore Cryptocurrency & Market forces: The current work is limited in that it does not go into
details about the distribution of cryptocurrencies among the participant and how to tie the platform’s
cryptocurrency to fiat currencies.
• Explore the effect of different hardware: The current work did not show how increasing the
number of nodes, memory and processor of the nodes would affect the performance and scalability.
Experiments to determine this effect would be done in the future.
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